
Jigdral Yeshe
Ritual of the Longevity Practice of Throma Nagmo

Treasure of immortality



1"8-88E }-D }=-1-,#-1}-;-0K{,-,=-3|-au0-.8m-&}-#-8&m-1{+-8Ap$-#){:-6{=-A-0-0bo#=-=}k

Longevity practice ritual based on the dakini Throma Nagmo
Treasure-source of immortality

k?f-:-%mk 1"8-8E }-D}=-1-,#-1}-;-0K{,-,=-L}-I{8m-3|-au0-.:-8+}+-.=k

Om swasti! Since you wish to attain vajra life on the basis of the dakini Throma Nagmo, (do the following):

 :$-(m+-D }=-1:-#=;-08m-*v#=-!8m-9{-<{=-={1=-+.8-\o,-_p-07$-1}8m-*v#=-+0v=-(m-S8m-#8v-"-^}:-> m-W{-0:-dz[-
9m#-* m-+$-?r\=-13,-.-;=-8}+-7{:-8J }=k

RANG NYI THRO MAR SAL WEI THUG KEI YESHE SEMPA KUN TU ZANGMOI THUG U NY DEI
GAU KHAJOR GYI TE WAR HUM YIG NRI DANG A TSHEN PA LE YO ZER THRO

I myself manifest as an angry Mother. In the heart (is) the jnanasatva - Samantabhadri. In the middle of her heart, in
the center of the sun and moon amulet-gau folded together, is the syllable Hum, marked by the syllables A and Nri. Rays of
light are emitted from there.

 8"}:-8+=-< m-3$=-0%t+-*1=-%+-0 ò+-Pm8m-M1-.:-0\o#k

 k;v=-< m-,$-#$- ò=-1-9m,-.8m-8&m-0-6mk :m#-84n,-3|8m-+$}=-Es0-*}0k

KHOR DE KYI DANG CHU THAM CHE DU TSII NAM PAR KUG
LU KYI NANG GANG DU MA YIN PEI CHI WA ZHI
RIG DZIN TSHEI NGO DRUB THOB

(This light) captures nectar - all the radiant essence of cyclic existence and nirvana. The insides of the body are
(completely) filled and untimely death is pacified. The real achievements of the holder of life-longevity are acquired.

 3$=-1-dz[-;-8`o=-.=-L}-I{8m-N }#-8Es0-.:-0=1-;k

DANG MA HUM LA DU PE DORJEI SOG DRUB PAR

By the power of the gathering radiance in the syllable Hum, the vajra life force is obtained.

Imagine this and further:

? f-0.-C }-am-!-;m-0 [->-:m-,m-=-0.-?-9v:-'j-,-1-d s-.v){-=mRm-/-;-d z [-?r\

oṁ vajra krodhi kali baṁ ha ri ni sa vajra ayur jñāna mahā punye siddhi phala hūṁ āḥ

6{=-0S-<m$-3|-8]o#-0!q;k kW=-#+0-Ak k+{-,m-0+#-+},-c}=-1{+-Wv,-> m-M;-8A}:-){k P{-#%m#-_p-0au0-.=-3|8m-0:-&+-6m-6m$-L}-I{8m-

3|-8]o#-.:->o:-:}k

Repeat and urge to take over life. Do this for a long time. This is done for its own benefit and is a daily yoga without
reasoning. By exercising it with one-pointedness, you will pacify the obstacles of life and take over the vajra life.

k9$-0+#-#6,-*v,-1}$-#m-+},-`o-1`o,-+< m;-;-0K{,-,=-0au0-,k *}#-1:-3|-K{,-0%8-%{k R-1-90-9v1-> m-A$-={1=k %}$-6mk

K#-bo,k K#-$vk 8K=-0v-#=v1k +0$-.}-;#-.k P-0-Tk $m$-.}-Tk <m$-1$:k co-+#-+!:-.}-M1=-;{#=-.:-^:-

0-6m0-0)#=-8Ks-+!:-> m-@{-+$-0%=k #9v-13~-#),-8=m;k Wv,-00=-<m-&uk 0-1:-.}8m-8}-1-+$-0%=-:m;-0v-Hm;-0-*}+-.-13,-

X,-> m-,$-`o-Rt#=k +:-+1:-.}-"-0%+-;-+<m;-8"}:-> m-+0v=-=v-06# +{8m-1`o,-`o-3|-#)}:-+$-k 3|8m-078-0_p$-1&}+-3~#=-

0%=-0<1k Jm,-;=-<m-#bo$-0N$-;-k 0S=-.8m-!0=-=v-0+#-1`o,-> m-*v#=-!:-3|-0K{,-#}$-06m,-#=;-#+0k

Also, if you practice, relying on the mandala, which is in front of you for the usual good of yourself and others, then first you
should prepare the foundation of life (by doing the following): mix (and grind up to a fine powder) the substance of the
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teacher in union, calcite, bitumen11, saxifraga sp ., three fruits2, orchis, five roots3, five essential (essences)4, Ural licorice,
white acorus calamus. Mix it all with half of the white grains. make pills by mixing with the purest lake water, rainwater, milk
and butter from cow's milk. Place inside the skull cup (with the appropriate markings). Cover with red silk and place the
mandala in the middle. Before that, establish the torma of longevity along with the collection of the tskhog offering of drink
and food for  life.  As  in  the chapter  of  recitation in  the text  of  the  fulfillment  of  activity,  imagine as  shown above,  the
foundation of life in the heart in front of you.

:$-#m-*v#=-N }#-;=-##=-<m-8}+-7{:-1&}+-.8m-3u;- ò-8J}=k

1 ò,-0[{+-< m-*v#=-!:-bo#=k*v#=-Wv+-0!q;k

+{-;=-8}+-7{:-1"8-=0-_p-80:-08m-P{-;=-L}-I{8m-/}-(-1}8m-3~#=-+.#-_p-1{+-.-8J}=k

RANG GI THUG SOG LE NGAG KYI OZER CHO PEI TSHUL DU THRO
DUN KYE KYI THUG KAR ZHUG
THUG GYU KUL
DE LE O ZER KHA KHYAB TO BAR WEI  TSE LE DORJEI PHO NYA MOI TSHOG PAG TU ME PA

THRO

From the life force in my heart, the rays of light from the mantra radiate, possessing the nature of offerings. They
immerse themselves in the heart born before me (deity) and induce the mental continuum (to fulfill obligations). Rays of light
from there flare up, covering the entire heavenly space. From the blazing peak emerges an unlimited collection of vajra
servants.

:$-#m-R-3|-&+-(1=-9:-0-+$-k

8"}:-8+=-< m-3$=-0%t+-8&m-1{+-3|8m-0 ò+-Pm:-],-H$=k

:$-+$-au0-Q=-;-*m1-.=-L}-I{-3|8m-+$}=-Es0-*}0-.:-0=1-;k

RANG GI LA TSHE CHE NYAM YAR WA DANG
KHOR DE KYI DANG CU CHI ME TSHEI DU TSIR CEN DRANG
RANG DANG DRUB DZE LA THIM PE DORGE TSHEI NGO DRUB THOB PA

Damage and obstacles to my life and vitality are destroyed. The radiant essence of cyclic existence and nirvana is
invoked in the form of nectar-amrita of longevity and immortality.

Imagine this and further.

##=-80v1-J#-06m-=}#=-(1=-+$-^:-){-0S-6m$-*v1-131=-=v-1&}+-%m$-0%}+-;-1+8-+:-]90-6m$-k

Realize by performing four hundred thousand mantras or more.  Recite (mantra),  make offerings during the session, sing
hymns-praises invoking (everything) with an arrow (of longevity) adorned with silk.

dz[i &}=-!q-9v1-&{,-\o,-07$-1}i 6{=-=}#=-< m-3|-8]o#-0!q;-6m$-W=-0)0-.=-3|-0%t+-*1=-%+-$m$-#8m-3|-K{,-;-*m1k +0v-18m-

9=-1:-> m-"}-*m#-;{-+!:-+1:-> m=-0%+k ;v=-L}-I{8m-]o:-= m1-> m=-#9}#-.:-0=1-;-+#}$=-.-0[$k k+{-W:-0P},-.=-+$}=-(1=-

Om-;1-#$-:v$-`o-+$}=-Es0-8Es0-.8m-13,-1-1*}$-0-,k 3~#=-+$-#)}:-1=-W-&{:-1&}+-%m$-,}$=-0<#=-#},-`o-8E }-0=-*v#=-+1-0!

q;k au0-Q=-]m-0}:-R$=-;k

Performing extensive prayers, an urge to grasp power, such as "HUM CHO KU YUM CHEN KUN ZANG MO" and so on,
dissolve the essence of life in the essential foundation of life. The upper and lower gates of the central channel are opened
with the help of a red and white essence-drop.  Imagine that  the body is hiding in the vajra realm. Stick to this vision.
By diligently in this way, it is acceptable to practice (practice) both in reality (during the session) and during sleep. If you do
not see the signs of gaining real attainments, perform the offerings of accumulations-tskhog and torma in an extensive way,

1 Mumie
2 Three fruits: mirabolan chebula, mirabolan belleric and emblica medicinal.
3 Five roots: kupena (Polygonatum cirrhifolium), asparagus racemosus (Asparagus racemosus), mountaineer, hellebore 

(mirabilis himalaya), anchors (Tribulus terrestris).
4 Five Essences: Molasses, Ghee, Honey, Sesame Oil, Salt (Sea).
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fulfillment of repentance, encourage the mind (deity) to fulfill its obligations through preliminary practices.

au0-Q=-]m-0}:-R$=-;k

When you put the substances of practice on top of your head, (say):

? fi
8&m-1{+-D }=-1-,#-1}-9mi !q-9m-L}-I{-9{-<{=-&{i

M;-8A}:-+0v-18m-*m#-;{:-%m1=i !q-9m-L}-I{:-14+- ò-#=};i

OM
CHI ME THRO MA NAG MO YI
KU YI DORJE YESHE CHE
NAL JOR U MEI THIG LER THIM
KU YI DORJE DZE DU SOL

Om!
The great primordal wisdom of the vajra of the bodily form of the immortal Troma Nagmo is immersed in the drop-

essence of the central channel of the yogi. I ask you to carry out (transformation of the yogi's body) into vajras of the bodily
form!

##=-1*:k

At the end of the mantra add:

\v-9-=mRm-? fi

kāya siddhi oṁ

1E m,-.:-:{#-;k

When you touch your throat:

?r\
8&m-1{+-D }=-1-,#-1}-9mi

L}-I{-#=v$-#m-9{-<{=-&{i

M;-8A}:-N }##m-$m$-.}:-%m1=i

#=v$-#m-L}-I{:-14+- ò-#=};i

A
CHI ME THRO MA NAG MO YI
DORJE SUNG GI YE SHE CHE
NAL JOR SOG GI NYING POR THIM
SUNG GI DORJER DZE DU SOL

A!
The great primordal wisdom of the vajra speech of the immortal Troma Nagmo sinks into the heart of the yogi's life

force. I ask you to carry out (transformation of the yogi's speech) into vajra speech!

##=-1*:k

At the end of the mantra add:

5v-!-=mRm-?ri
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vāka siddhi āḥ

$m$-#:-:{#-;k

When you touch your heart:

dz[i
8&m-1{+-D }=-1-,#-1}-9mi L}-I{-*v#=-<m-9{-<{=-&{i

M;-8A}:-# p̂#-18m-+Am$=-=v-%m1=i *v#=-< m-L}-I{:-14+- ò-#=};i

HUM
CHI ME THRO MA NAG MO YI
DORJE THUG KYI YE SHE CHE
NAL JOR NYUG MEI YING SU THIM
THUG KYI DORJER DZE DU SOL

Hum!
The great primordal wisdom of the vajra mind of the immortal Troma Nagmo plunges into the primordial realm (the

ultimate reality, which is nature) of the yogi. I ask you to carry out (transformation of the yogi's mind) into the vajra of the
mind!

##=-1*:k

At the end of the mantra add:

2n*-=mRm-dz[i

citta siddhi hūṁ

3|8m-078-0_p$-:};-;k

When you enjoy eating (food) life and drinking, (say):

>}i

*0=-<{=-3|8m-:m;-0v-+$i 3|-9m-0 ò+-Pm-;-0K{,-,=i

ò=-1m,-8&m-0-\o,-bm-6m$i 3|-+$-9{-<{=-+$}=-Es0-+};i

HO
THAB SHE TSHEI RIL BU DANG
TSHE YI DU TSI LA TEN NE
DU MIN CHI WA KUN ZHI ZHING
TSHE DANG YE SHE NGO DRUB TSOL

Ho!
Relying on methods, wisdom, longevity pills and the nectar-amrita of longevity, pacify all kinds of untimely death!

Bestow real achievements with longevity and promordal wisdom!

=N-=mRm-/-;->}i

sarva siddhi phala ho

6{=-3|-+$-9{-<{=-+$}=-Es0-1-;v=-.-*}0k 8&m-1{+-D }=-1-,#-1}-+$-!;-.-1(1-.:-0=1-;-W=-#+0k au0-Q=-:m;-0v-'}+-

07$-.}:-0%$-k +1-3n#-(1=-.8m-;#-_p-1m-8E m1-:-0-06m8m-9:-$}-,=-0P1-*}-:$=-Tt$-:m#-3$=-08m-!0=-=v-0K{,k

Thus, you gain all, without exception, the real achievements of longevity and primordal wisdom. When you think about good
luck and immortal Troma Nagmo, perform extensive (prayers). Put the substances of practice and the pills in a good vessel.
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Don't get immersed in the practice of breaking heart obligations. Beginning with the full moon of the fourth month, act in this
way and rely from the early morning on the clarity of the wind of awareness.

+{-W:-0P},-.=-#,=-!0=-=v-3|8m-0:-&+-6mk 3|-+$-;v=-< m-0%t+-;{,-8Es0-:m#-84n,-3|8m-+$}=-Es0-*}0k 1*:-*v#-8&m-1{+-L}-I{-D}=-

1-,#-1}8m-9{-<{=-Wv+-;-0K,-.:-8>o:-:}k

By diligently in this way, you will pacify as temporary obstacles to longevity. You will gain longevity, you will form the
essence of the body, you will gain the real achievements of longevity of the holders of the guidance. You will rely on the flow
of the inherent wisdom of Troma Nagmo as the absolute immortal vajra.

k%{=-.8$-M;-8A}:-.-:m#-07$-L}-I{=-0!q;-$}:-8'm#=-K;-9{-<{=-L}-I{=-/#-1}-:m#=-1*v,-> m-#bo$-;=-"-!}$-`o-0&{0=-.-=mRm-:%rkk

All this was put together from texts that correspond to the Vajra-Varaha family by me, Jigdral Yeshe, prompted by the yogi
Rigzang Dorje. Siddhi rastu!

Translated by Dhondup Dorje Tulku (O. Filippov).
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